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Abstract 
ational wealth funds have initiated their activities comprehensively 
over last two decades.  National wealth fund is a governmental 

investment fund financed by surpluses of payments’ balance, official 
foreign currency operations, revenues of privatization, payments 
for governmental transfers, fiscal surpluses and export revenues. 
However, the financing for this investment requires foreign currency 
reserve where management of current account’s balance plays 
important role. First of all, some explanations are presented in this 
paper about national development fund and then in regard to the study 
made about successful funds which used foreign investment (direct or 
indirect) as investment strategy, we will consider the foreign 
investment. Next, regarding the role of the fund in trade balance and its 
effect on foreign investment, we will consider the relationship between 
fund and trade balance in short-term and long-term. Results shown that 
many successful funds prevented formation of possible corruption 
following the weakness of institutions to designate fund for inner 
sectors. Therefore, increase in foreign investment cause positive 
condition of trade balance in Iran. Whereas China is a new emerged 
economy with positive trade balance, investment in this country and 
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formation of better relationship and cooperation provide privileges for 
this country.  
Keywords: foreign investment, national development fund, trade 
balance  

 
1- Introduction 

Regarding to the needs of country’s industry to facilities for supporting 

product lines and its infrastructure in the Fifth Development Plan, the National 

Development Fund was created in a similar role like SWFs in the world. These 

funds were responsible for financing of country’s projects based on operating banks, 

in addition to the mission of common foreign investment used for the charge of 

national wealth (Sadat Rasoul and et al. 2012).  

The amount of loans paid to the countries are affected mostly when export rate 

(goods sold to abroad) is higher than import rate (value of goods purchased from 

abroad). In addition, countries take foreign loan (through increasing foreign asset 

holdings) to fill the gap between export rate and import rate. Thus, the current 

account balance and foreign asset holdings are considered as two fundamental 

factors for the amount of loan. (Higgins & Klitgaard, 1998) 

Any decisions for financing and policymaking in this field leave fundamental 

impacts on different parts of an economic system. Therefore, National Development 

Fund (NDF) as one of the most powerful sources can adopt an important step in 

moving the economy from a resource-based economy to  efficiency-driven 

economies through allocation of proper resources. Since establishment, fund always 

has been faced challenges due to the lack of an "industrial development strategy" 

based on relative agreement of those responsible for country’s economy. The main 

challenge of NDF is to designate resources for various sectors where designation is 

based on competitive advantages of country’s industry and geography as well as 

cultural advantages and finally the designation of resources to the sectors that 

received minimum effects from economic sanctions. In fact, economic team of NDF 

believes that production with the aim of export but not production to meet domestic 

needs should be prioritized for designation of Fund’s resources, although, export-

oriented production in the current condition of Iran seems to be the problem. (Sadat 

Rasool & et al. 2012) 

According to importance of foreign investment in developing countries, this 

study examines the effect of FDI on the trade balance. Following the introduction of 

the NDF and its objectives, according to emphasis on foreign investment fund 

targets, the definition of this type of investment portfolio is given and in the next 

part according to the transparency index, the NDF of 3 countries between 10 world's 
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top countries as well as studies performed in other countries are investigated in the 

field of fund investment. Section IV includes the behavior of the trade balance to 

submit a proposal to policymakers and the final section presents the conclusions and 

suggestions. 

 

2- Introduction to NDF  

The oldest national wealth fund is Kevin that was established in 1953. However, 

the expansion of such fund began since 2005 so that during 5 years at least 19 

national wealth funds have been established. Also, between 2003 and 2008 the 

increase in funds’ resources has been met due to the growth of products’ prices, 

particularly oil and gas. (Hashmi, 2011) 

National Development Fund has different definitions with same nature: 

Definition of the European Communities Commission: 

Generally, these funds are a mean for investment by governments that manage 

and monitor the set of diverse portfolio of domestic and foreign assets 

Definition of European central bank: 

National or governmental wealth funds are some kinds of administrators for 

national assets employed abroad that have recently emerged. They are known as 

global investors.
1
  

Definition of Institute SWFs: 

National wealth fund is a governmental or Institutional investment fund that 

resources are provided from surpluses of payments’ balance, formal foreign 

currency operation, the income gained from the privatization, governmental 

transfer payments, fiscal surpluses or exports revenue. (Hashmi, 2011) 

Types of national wealth funds: 

National wealth funds are separated into two general categories: 

The first type is the same model enhanced oil fund that along with having 

national power, also it is responsible for economic stability, intergenerational 

savings, foreign investment and protect the domestic economy. Iran's National 

Development is Fund's foreign exchange reserves improved model established in 

2010. 

The second type of national wealth fund is generally active in non-oil countries 

those not reliant on natural resources. These funds in terms of intergenerational 
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savings, support domestic economy and investment have same nature as first 

kind fund where the main difference between them is the lack of responsibility for 

economic stability. (Razavi & Rauf ,2010) 

Governmental wealth funds (National Development Fund) pursued the 

objectives in most countries as below: 

- Create a buffer against strong volatility prices of exporting raw materials such 

as oil 

- Facilitate the transfer of intergenerational savings 

- Create a variety of sources of country’s income through planned investments 

- Contribute to economic development by providing investment in 

infrastructures that despite significant social returns, they are not allowed to 

attracting foreign and private investments.( Nad Ali, 2012) 

Investment and national wealth funds: 

The investment program is the process concentrated on the strategies, objectives, 

assets mix and consider the way for “realizing investment”. "Capital flow" in the 

process of globalization reflects one of the main indicators of countries to play a 

role in the global economy. This kind of economic behavior performs in the forms 

of "investment" and "foreign investment in foreign portfolios" (types of financial 

assets). (Sayadi,2012) 

 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) 

According to UNCTAD, FDI is defined as investment that will guaranties long-

term relationships and reflects control and continuous benefit of any physical or 

legal resident of a country (foreign direct investment in the main company) in the 

company located abroad and acts as investor. There are always constant and direct 

relationship between the investor and the investment subject.   

FDI, however, has several definitions, but in any case, it has common 

keywords. Existence of the direct and face-to-face relationship between "investors" 

and "constant" always happens around the investment. Some of the direct foreign 

motivations is performed with the aim of gaining more revenue and reduce of the 

risk. Other reasons could be mentioned as below: 

- Manage the assets and funds and processing them in the areas related to the 

global economy. 

-Expanding the range of production and services in other countries to develop 

export and finally through help to earn income and sustainable economic revenues.  

- Transfer of technical knowledge and technology as well as other related 

services to other countries. 
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  - Deal with the constant fluctuations of market and trying to maintain balance. 

(Sayadi, 2012) 

 The FDI main feature is direct role of the investor in the management of 

production unit where he has the financial liability. According to UNCTAD, the 

largest funds already have shown interest in the FDI are Dubai fund, Tmask, 

Singapore's GIC and PJSC United Arabic Emirates. Benefits provided to investee 

countries by investment are as below: 

- Transfer of capital in many cases is associated with the transfer of modern 

technology. 

-Financial market development and maturation of the host country. 

- To promote and strengthen economic growth and productivity in countries that 

have good infrastructure and skilled workforce. ( The same,2012) 

 

Foreign portfolio investment (FDI) 

SWFs, in addition to foreign direct investment are more motivated and willing to 

engage in investments through foreign portfolio investment. This type of 

investments include: 

- Investment in financial assets, stocks and bonds 

Always allocation of asset to portfolio containing stocks and bonds together can 

bear higher returns and lower risk than investing separately. 

- Investments in real assets (Property & Real Estate) 

- Investments in different countries and regions (geographical spread of 

investments) 

Some funds, like the Funds in Norway, Alaska and New Zealand have 

distributed their portfolios in more than forty countries. This allocation of portfolio 

is always done within a wide range and based on different proportions. 

- Investment in infrastructure and social projects of domestic economy (Sayadi 

& Nad Ali,2012) 

SWFs tend to perform activities of foreign portfolio investment comparing with 

foreign direct investment concerning the following reasons:  

- Acquisition of long-term returns 

- Possibility of operate and deal in long-term  

- Functionality and easy liquidity of securities 

- Ease of movement of capital (Such as in the recent economic crisis had 

happened in the displacement of SWFs assets of financial markets in Europe and 

America where more attention paid to emerging markets.) 
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- Participation in the decision-making process of companies’ management 

-Presence in the capital markets as a continuous market (despite fluctuations) 

- the possibility of variation in asset allocation (Sayadi,2012) 

Bornschier, Chase-Dunn, and Rubinson (1978) are considered as those 

who examined the effects of foreign investment and its contribution to 

economic growth for the first time. They stated that economic growth has 

positively correlated with FDI, but it has negative relationship with foreign 

investment of stock market and it is independent of geographic location. For 

Asia, foreign direct investment of stock markets show a substantial negative 

effect on economic growth. Bornschier(1980) , Dixon and Boswell (1996) 

were studied influence of foreign investment and domestic investment on 

economic growth and expressed that the flow of domestic investment have 

affect better than foreign investment in production growth. The results for 

developing countries refers to the difference in efficiency of foreign direct 

investment and domestic investment. Sun (1998) examined the effects of 

foreign direct investment on the macroeconomic from 1979 to 1996. This 

study shows that foreign direct investment plays an important role in 

promoting China's economic growth by helping domestic capital formation, 

rising exports and create new jobs. However, in the eastern and western 

regions of China, most of the production growth was due to gross domestic 

investment compared to foreign direct investment. Mencinger (2003) posed 

the question that if foreign direct investment increases in the transitional 

economies (developing), would this lead to economic growth? He 

considered the eight Eastern European countries in transition period to 

understand the reasons. The correlation coefficient between growth and 

foreign direct investment in the Lithuania is positive and it is negative in 

seven other countries. The results of pooled data also shows the negative 

correlation coefficient. Similar to cross-sectional data for each year, 

correlation coefficient between two variables is obtained negative. 

Baliamoune-Lutz (2004) considered the effect of reducing foreign direct 

investment against growth and export with time series data. The hypotheses 

of this research as below:  

foreign direct investment, will cause the growth (to impress). Export will 

cause growth. The results show negative correlation between exports and 

economic growth in later years from 1993 when the liberalization of FDI is 

occurred in Morocco. Both null hypotheses were accepted. In addition, FDI 
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and export are the two-way causality that it would be apart from the positive 

impact of exports on economic growth. Economic growth is also affected by 

the direct and indirect FDI. 

 

3- Lynbrg’s Transparency Index for National Wealth Funds 

Described in the previous section that most important function of the Fund was 

stabilization of economy, supporting the local economy as well as 

intergenerational savings. The reason for this is that oil revenues only can have the 

driving power of economic growth that their negative effects on economic 

mechanisms (Most commonly, it is Dutch disease) should be managed negative 

effects on economic mechanisms. Transparency in practices, the optimal portfolio 

of assets, manner of favorable policies for investment, priority areas for investment 

in economic activities, particularly foreign direct investment and choosing the 

appropriate geographic regions were considered to include characteristics of 

successful SWFs. To calculate and rate the transparency in performance of SWFs 

was introduced Lynbrg’s transparency index. This index is based on ten 

fundamental principles and the minimum score that a fund can receive is number 

one. However, the institute of SWFs propose number 8 as least score for sufficient 

transparency.( Hosseini & Bastani,2012) Based on this index top ten countries in the 

world are Norway, United Arabic Emirates, China, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, China - 

Hong Kong, Singapore - Government Investment Corporation of Singapore, 

Singapore – Tmask holding. (The overview on national development fund and 

foreign currency ceserves account in the third to fifth development plan, 2012) 

Some brief studies about investment in countries received rank first to 

third (using Lynbrg index) are as below: 

NDF of Norway: In 1990, this Fund was approved by Norwegian 

parliament to stabilize country’s economy. Next to oil stabilization fund, 

National Insurance Fund was established in 1967 with aim to support 

Insured Pension Fund. In addition to the stabilization fund, the Norway's oil 

fund plays the role of Intergenerational Savings Fund too that it is 

considered as key role in order to increase its foreign exchange reserves.  

The main goal of the the fund management is to invest fund capital with 

respect to an acceptable risk that increases the international purchase 

possibility. It could be concluded by provisions of the fund that the fund 

shall invest only in the out of country. The reasons behind the decision are: 
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- Necessity to preserve and protect budget as a political tool of 

management. If the fund capital is used for financing of investment in 

infrastructure and trade, then the fund will be converted to additional 

resource for financing the costs of government. Such condition upsets the 

condition of budget as a political tool of management and undermines the 

budget process. 

- The necessity of having a diversified industrial structure and pushing 

the investments to inside of country where industrial structure is dependent 

on oil revenues and the structure do not survive with stop or reduce in oil 

revenues. 

- The Central Government helps outflows of capital needed to accommodate 

current account surpluses through petroleum fund direct investment in 

abroad. 

Fund capital will invest in a place that has a lower risk. The Norwegian 

government on the experimental results concluded that the mix of 

companies’ shares and bonds comparing with investments in net bonds cause 

higher returns and lesser risks. That is why, from the beginning of January 

1998 the allocation of portfolio asset of benchmarked fund was set to be 

60% in bonds and 40% in companies’ shares. Fund have invested on the 

three regions of America, Asia - Pacific and Europe. Norwegian fund have 

invested on the Asia and Pacific region in the Australian Securities 

Exchange, South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and Europe 

stock markets as well as Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, 

Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 

Switzerland, Turkey and Great Britain. In the investment strategy, the 

Ministry of Finance of this country has hired consultants and foreign experts 

to assess the performance of the Fund. This procedure is so that the advisor 

provides the recommendation of buying or selling bonds to the Minister of 

Finance, then Minister of Finance has ordered the central bank to sell or to 

purchase bonds within determined period. (Heidari Zadeh,2012)       

Fund of the United Arabic Emirates: This country has several different 

funds that the most important ones are: 

1 - Abu Dhabi Investment Agency (ADIA) 

2 - International Petroleum Investment Company (IPIC) 

3 - Abu Dhabi Investment Council (ADIC) 

4 - Exchange 
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5 - Ras Al Khaimah Investment Agency (RAK) 

Abu Dhabi investment agency (ADIA) in 1976 replaced with "The 

Financial Investment", established in 1967 as part of the Treasury 

Department. Reputation of this institution is the result of foreign currency’s 

surpluses obtained from oil exports. The Abu Dhabi Investment is managed 

as fund. This institution with $ 627 billion assets is the largest in the Middle 

East’s wealth fund which is owned and monitored by government. This Fund 

has independent legal identity and authority to achieve its goals. Eighty 

percent of its assets are managed by foreign managers.  

Financial resources of  Abu Dhabi investment institute are obtained from 

resources of petroleum especially from the "Abu Dhabi National Oil 

Company" and the subsidiary companies that has paid to help ADIC Fund as 

well as " Abu Dhabi Investment Council''. If government is facing a budget 

surplus and other obligations, these payments are performed periodically. 

Approximately 70% of payments are released to ADIA and other 30% is 

released to ADIC. 

The investment of this institution has been conducted in different forms 

the assets, MSCI up to S & P indexes are used to assess the related stock 

market.  

Combination of assets of the institution are: 

- Stock - market development 

- Stock - emerging markets 

- Funds of Investment  

- Funds of futures managed 

- Governmental debts 

- Company debts 

- Real estate activities (direct investment funds) 

- Private Property 

The Board of Trustees manages Abu Dhabi Investment institution. This 

institution is plenipotentiary in management and it has a board of directors 

composed of eight members, including the chairman, managing director and 

six other members. These members are senior administration officials who 

are appointed by the ruling government. 

Abu Dhabi Investment Council is branch of mentioned investment 

institution and it is much smaller than it. The Council is an Abu Dhabi 

government investment arm and has started its activities in April 2007. The 
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Council is responsible for investing a part of surplus financial resources of 

government through a global diversified investment strategy with aim of 

positive returns of capital through a diversified portfolio of assets and capital 

management strategies. 

Also, this council regarding the act on direct investment performs the 

development of economic infrastructures of Abu Dhabi as well as the 

facilitation of  international development of domestic companies. The 

council investing in UAE banks locally.  

Council in all investments seek returns balanced to risk and preservation 

of capital. This council along with balancing the domestic economy also 

investing at the worldwide level too. 

Some fields of the council's asset allocation are as follows: active investment 

strategies - hedge funds, direct stock - Middle East and North Africa, stock, 

governmental debt, corporate debt, international particular situations, estate (funds 

with direct investments), private equity, insurance. (The overwiew on National 

Development Fund and Foreign Currency Reserves Account in the third to fifth 

development plan, 2012) 

 National wealth fund of China: In fact, part of China OFDI is round tripping, 

i.e. the sources flowing to the abroad and it is injected to companies with particular 

purpose (SPE) and returns to China through companies as foreign investment to 

benefit from financial incentives. Since 2008, however, the incentives are removed. 

In contrary, there is the argument that says: a lot of private companies 

may not announce their foreign investment statuses to other countries and 

thus perhaps investment statuses are much more than the statuses proclaimed 

in the China. 

China's twelfth five-year plan (2011 to 2015) encouraging the investment 

policy at the outside of country which is called “Global”. 

The following chart(1) shows China's trade with the world in the last few 

years. 
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Thus, after subtracting imports from exports for this country, trade 

balance becomes very positive. 

For each country, the balance of payments (BP) is the sum of the trade 

balance and its capital balance. 

As noted, the trade balance of each country is defined as exports minus 

imports where this amount for China is very positive and can conclude that 

the outflow of capital must be more than the inflow of capital to this country. 

It should be noted that China is one of the countries with highest rate of foreign 

investment. Therefore, this country has a high potential for transmission investment. 

Of course, the large amount of China foreign investment is locates in America's 

government treasury bills. Nevertheless, potential of thise country is high in the 

foreign direct investment outside of the country. ( Nosrati,2012)    

Foreign direct investment has always been considered as a key component in 

accelerating growth of developing countries. One results for savings is that real 

interest rates are declined and inflation rate is rising in the world. In contrast, it 

seems that foreign investment is becoming increasingly attractive for developing 

countries that exposed to domestic investment and High costs for foreign debt. 

(Perkins,2001) 

Foreign direct investment is a large and growing financial resources that may 

help to developing countries eliminate the technology gap, improving management 

skills and development of their export markets against high-income countries and 

this can lead to more leaking and overflow that may cause the form of improvement 

in productivity of the economy.( Higgins & Klitgaard,1998) 
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Johnson (1995) argues that the impact of FDI on the current account becomes 

more complex with investment income payment that increases through foreign 

investment. He have examined the impact of foreign direct investment on the growth 

in Thailand after sudden increase in foreign investment. Thailand's experience 

shows that foreign direct investment helps to restore private investment and growth 

and foreign direct investment with export orientation increasingly cause excessive 

export revenues. On the other hand, FDI also leads to an increase in import demand 

so that the current account gets worse and external debt increases rather than 

decrease.  

Tayebi et al (1387) was studied the impact of FDI on the foreign business in the 

selected Asian and Pacific countries. They expressed that foreign direct investment 

can increase production capacity, especially in the case of exports. It also helps to 

host country in the field establishment of links and communication with 

international economy through the development of export markets and research. In 

this article, the impact of FDI on foreign trade is examined separately for imports 

and exports of selected countries in Asia and the Pacific in Eastern Asia and the 

Pacific and the Western Asian groups during the years 1980-2005. The results of 

research using panel data, show that the impact of FDI on exports is positive and 

significant; it indicates the export-oriented of foreign direct investment in these 

countries. Also the positive effect of foreign direct investment on imports cannot be 

rejected in the all the sample and in the two groups of study in the countries of 

West Asia, East Asia and the Pacific. The impact of foreign direct investment on 

foreign trade was remarkable in East Asia and the Pacific and therefore, attracting 

investment is potential in the Western Asian region. 

Azerbaijani and colleagues (1391) considered the impact of foreign direct 

investment on the industrial sector’s trade flows in the member countries of the 

“Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development”. They were used the 

gravity model for OECD countries using combined data over the years 2000-2007. 

The results show that foreign direct investment income and population have positive 

and significant relationship with commercial flow of industrial sector, while 

geographical distance has a negative impact on the trade flow of industrial sector. 

 

4- NDF and the Current Account Balance: 

The current account balance providing important information about the country's 

economic performance as well as policy recommendations for macroeconomic 

policymakers. NDF plays an important role in current account balance and the most 
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important reason is the investment activity, especially foreign investment. NDF 

determining priorities for investments in a way that provides possibility for 

repayment of foreign currency loans through "foreign currency". In other words, 

the condition of economic activity of whom receiving facility should be such 

that the "operator" can repay "the total sum of received foreign currency" 

into the fund. Therefore, the budget of NDF is allocated to projects with economic 

feasibility. Since the National Development Fund resources has exchanged in the 

form of Foreign currency, this means that all projects financing by fund and 

investment is performed on them, should be on the path of export-oriented 

production and create foreign currency revenue. Therefore, role of Fund is important 

in the investment and it plays an important role to adjust the economy's current 

account balance. On the other hand, identifying the short-term and long-term 

determining factors of current account balance requires high-level policymaking. 

Moreover, economists and policy makers are paying more attention to current 

account subjects due to lack of great and sudden global balances in current account 

of countries within last two decades. 

The following chart shows current account (relative to GDP) (CA) and oil 

revenues (relative to GDP) (Oil) in Iran. As can be seen, since the oil revenue 

includes a large part of the government revenues, so according to diagram, the ups 

and downs of these two variables over time is almost similar. In other words, the 

increase in oil revenues leads to an increase in the current account balance (and 

vice versa). Thus, in this case, the management of foreign exchange revenues from 

the oil in the form of National Development Fund can play an important role in 

controlling the current account balance. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Current account balance and oil revenues (relative to GDP) 
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According to the study performed by Mohseni (2012) National Development 

Fund through affecting foreign reserves and financing investment plans in Iran 

controls the current account balance in short-term and long-term. In this article the 

method of savings - investment balance is used which is synchronized with the 

method of quarter-period for current account. Several studies and particularly the 

study of Double Farooqi (1996), China & Prasd (2003) and Ying (2010) have been 

used and determining factors of current account balance in selected Asian countries 

were explained as follows: 

 

  
 

CA = the relation of current account balance to GDP ratio. 

nfa = net foreign assets to GDP. 

open = openness of economy 

reer = real effective exchange rate 

y = GDP 

y * = foreign production 

We were investigated long-term relationship between the variables using vector 

regression (VAR) model and the short-term relationships using vector error 

correction model (VECM). 

The results are as below: 

 

Table 1: Estimation Results of Short- Term and Long- Term 

Long-term balance relationship: the dependent variable ca 

y* y reer open nfa 

0.286 -0.438 0.579 -0.099 0.273 

(0.633) (0.012) (0.040)
** 

(0.015)
** 

(0.445) 

The results of causality test in the short-term error correction equation for the 

current account 

y* y reer open nfa 

756.3 6.5756 75763 455577 65656 

(05064)  
 

(0544.)  
  

Numbers in parentheses shows final probability level and the sign * and * * show 

significance level 0.05 and 0.01. 

 

As Table (1) indicates, variable coefficient of net foreign assets was not 

significant in the long term for Iran and shows that the variable does not affect the 

current account balance in the long-term. Relationship between openness and 
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current account is estimated negative to Iran.
1
 Negative relationship suggests that 

the policy of economic liberalization and opening to the world economy are caused 

budget deficit  for the current account  because this conditions increase to entry of 

foreign capital into the country. In other words, as much more the economy have the 

higher participation in world trade, so it could attract more foreign investment by 

which the domestic expenses will rise through foreign debt comparing to income 

(GDP) and consequently the current account will face a deficit. On the other hand, a 

more open economies are better able to finance their foreign debt through export 

earnings. Variable coefficient of economic openness is estimated to be significant 

at 10% level for Iran and its coefficient is estimated as negative (the similar to 

results are Chin and Prasd (2003) for developing countries). The real effective 

exchange rate coefficient is positive for Iran and it is significant statistically. It is 

consistent with two theories of Mandel - Fleming and Marshall Lerner condition. 

GDP coefficient (y) is negative in Iran and it is significant statistically. In other 

words, GDP growth has led to increased imports and the current account balance 

faced deficit that is in accordance to commercial elasticity approach theory. Foreign 

production coefficient has a significant effect on the current account of the economy 

in long-term. 

VECM estimation results indicate that in each period, the one-third of current 

account imbalances can be adjusted to achieve a long-term relationship. In the short 

term, the real effective exchange rate and openness are important in Iran.
2
 

 In summary, evidence for this period suggests a long-term equilibrium 

relationship between the current account balance equation and its determinant that 

the relationship is harmonious and consistent with theoretical expectations. Net 

foreign assets variables, economy’s openness and GDP are highly important in 

determining the behavior of the current account balance in long-term. In addition to 

the aforementioned factors, partly the real effective exchange rate is influential for 

description of the country's current account balance in short-term.( Mohseni,2012)   

 

5- Conclusions and recommendations: 

In this paper, we first presented the definitions of National Development Fund 

and then were explained about fund purposes by which there is emphasis on the 

necessity of investment. The study of successful funds shows that they used foreign 

investment in their investment strategies (direct or indirect). At the third part, we 

                                                                                                                                            
1- This is similar to study Prasd & Chin (2003) for developing countries. 

2- Results have been approved based on analysis of the VDCs and IRFs. 
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described about foreign investment. According to the Fund's role in the trade 

balance and its possible impact on foreign investment, in the next section, was 

explained the relationship between Fund and short-term / long-term trade balance. 

At the last part we present conclusions and suggestions. 

Studies show that the world's most successful funds are paid attention to their 

main strategy for investment or significant portion of their assets of fund to 

overseas. This action prevents from the adverse effects of financial inflows into the 

country including the formation of disease and the formation of possibility of 

corruption raised by weaknesses of institutions to allocate fund resources to inner 

parts of the country throuh diversification of the portfolio and having safer Return 

Fund. Complete independence of Fund's investment decisions from political and 

social pressures as well as emphasis on economic criteria in the selection of 

investment projects along with formation of detailed internal auditing systems and 

public oversight on the activities of the fund including continuous awareness to 

increase public confidence and credibility of national and international fund should 

be considered.( Sayadi, 2012)  

Generally, the forecasts provided by UNCTAD indicate continuous and 

moderate growth in foreign direct investment in the years ahead. The organization 

has predicted foreign direct investment in the years 2012, 2013 and 2014, 

respectively, $ 1.6 trillion, 1.8 trillion and $ 1.9 trillion. 

In 2011, foreign investment have been increasing over the last year in all sectors 

of the economy. This type of investment shows increase in developed countries by 

21 percent growth to $ 748 billion, 11 percent growth to record 684 billion dollars 

in developing countries and 25 percent growth to 92 billion dollars in the moderate 

economies. The share of developed, developing and moderate countries from 

accumulated foreign investment had been respectively, 49%, 45%, and 6% at the 

end of 2011.
1
 

Since the NDF plays an important role in current account balance and the main 

reason is investment activity particularly foreign investment and also regard to 

UNCTAD anticipation about the growth of foreign investment, the trade balance is 

positive in Iran. 

Since the foreign investment results to the transfer of technical knowledge and 

management skills as well as resolving the foreign exchange problems, entry of 

foreign investments which increases the labor productivity and employment, 

                                                                                                                                            
1
 - UNCTAD 
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therefore a special effort should be made to increase foreign investment. 

Meanwhile, if the foreign direct investment happens for any reason, then it would 

have significant effects on macroeconomic variables including lower interest rates, 

lower exchange rates, increase in economic growth, increase in government 

tax revenue, reduce in government debt, improving income distribution, 

technology transfer, increase in employment, development of exports, reduce 

imports and positive impact on the balance of payments. 

Foreign investment could be in multinational companies. For example, Iran 

could try for foreign investment in the oil companies of Middle East. Such 

investment leads to reduce of real cost of domestic corporate capital and cost of 

shareholders’ capital (through increase in foreign demand). Multinational operations 

and foreign direct investment affect economic, social and political growth and 

development of host countries. This matter is important for host governments. 

Whatever country has extensive facilities to reduce production costs and it has a 

higher level of technology, the foreign direct investment flows more into the 

country. Foreign monetary policies should be adopted to attract foreign investment 

(which leads to reduce asset values and investment risk) and exchange policies 

should be driven for economic stability and increase in security for foreign 

investment. In the commerce sector also announcement of exemptions on 

intermediate and capital inputs required by foreign investors eases such flow to the 

country. 

As noted, China is the emerging market economy that it had been a 

destination for foreign investment but now, in addition to accepting foreign 

investment, it performs huge investments in other countries too.
1
According 

to the provided explanations and increase in Chinese investment in other 

countries, we discuss the proposed model. 

1 – formation of credit line for Iran's oil revenues in China 

Assumptions: 

- In such condition (sanctions), the transfer of oil export revenues from client 

countries is defficult. Some part of these revenues is supposed to be designated for 

importing products in such countries. 

- In regard to the problem of oil revenue transfer to country, some part of the 

revenues can be used  as line of credit  for finance and foreign investment. 

                                                                                                                                            
1- Table of biggest investment in China in 2009(given in the Appendix). 
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The proposed mechanism: 

- Demands for exported oil are deposited in the Chinese fund. 

-Part of the resources for mentioned fund is presented to the Chinese investors 

as investment loan to invest independently or jointly with Iranian partner to makes 

possible the transfer of machinery to Iran. 

The investor must provide equity for himself or herself.  

- Investment loan is presented only to the target sectors. 

The major axes of this operational model includes the usage of credit line for 

Iran's oil revenues in China, formation of a joint working group with relevant 

institution, maintain and fixing problems of existing investors, explore the 

possibility of establishing Iran-China industrial township in country to run 

investment tourism for visiting potential investors, positive and constructive 

engagement with Chinese order in Tehran and business Council. (Nosrati, 2012) 
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Appendix: 
the largest foreign investment of China in 2010 (new projects-Greendfield) 

Investor companies 
The field of 

investments 

Countr

y of 

destination 

Capital 

China National Petroleum (CNPC) 
Oil, gas and 

coal 

Cuba 

 
7.00 

Jinchuan Metals 
Indone

sia 
6000 

Rongsheng Chemical Fiber 
Oil, gas and 

coal 

Egypt 

 
6000 

China State Construction 

Engineering Corporation (CSCEC) 

Oil, gas and 

coal 

Nigeri

a 

 

4547 

China National Petroleum (CNPC) 
Oil, gas and 

coal 

Cuba 

 
4700 

State Grid Corporation Metals Russia 370 

China Huadian Corporation 
Oil, gas and 

coal 
Russia 300 

Haier Group 
Electronic 

Appliances 
India 636 

 

the largest foreign investment of China in 2010 (new projects-Greendfield) 

Investor companies 
The field of 

investments 

Country 

of destination 

Capit

al 

Wuhan Iron and Steet Co. Ltd. 

(Wisco) 

Metals Brazil 

 

7000 

China Metallurgical Group 

Corporation 

Metals Afghani

stan 

 

6500 

China National Petroleum (CNPC) Oil, gas and 

coal 

Iran 

 

4360 

China National Petroleum (CNPC) Oil, gas and 

coal 

Sudan 

 

4304 

China National Petroleum (CNPC) Oil, gas and 

coal 

Oman 

 

46.3 

China Huanenge New Energy Singapo

re 

4774 

Tianjin Pipe Instruments America 4000 

China National Petroleum (CNPC) Oil, gas and 

coal 

Costa 

Rica 

 

4000 

SAIC Chery Automobile Automotive 

OEM 

Brazil 

 

300 

China North Industries Group Building Russia 646 
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